In so doing, perhaps the most important question to answer right at the outset is also the most tendentious: what is it that makes German philhellenism [seem] so distinctive? After all, the general importance of classical antiquity for the construction of national identities from the Renaissance onwards is increasingly well-documented; examples abound the world over, from America and Mexico to India and Japan, as a growing body of research, chiefly conducted by scholars of classical reception, can attest. 4 Moreover, even if philhellenism was arguably most prevalent in Europe, it was hardly unique to Germany; indeed, Yannis Hamilakis has termed Hellenism 'one of the most pervasive Western intellectual and social phenomena.' 5 The lust for the appropriation and display of Greek antiquities burned as fiercely in Napoleon's breast (or in Lord Elgin's) as it ever did in that of King Ludwig I of Bavaria or Kaiser
Wilhelm II, and the dominance of classicizing aesthetics in art and architecture could be discerned from Paris to St. Petersburg, not only in German metropoleis. 6 Indeed, angles. 21 Firstly, the rise of Germanophilia, in tandem with the rise of nationalism after German unification, and the growing academic standing of the sciences (military or otherwise) led to increasingly frequent and rancorous attacks on the very conception of an educational system which, through its unparalleled emphasis on Latin and Greek, was (in Kaiser Wilhelm's memorable words) turning out 'young Greeks and Romans' rather than 'nationally-minded young Germans'. 22 The imperial school-reform conferences in 1890 and 1900, which set in train the slow and painful deconstruction of the Gymnasiums' monopoly on admission to higher education, It was into this morass of irrationalist, vitalist, and at times explicitly racist idealism that National Socialism was able to insinuate its doctrine of German blood kinship (Blutverwandtschaft) as opposed to merely spiritual kinship (Geistesverwandtschaft) with the ancient Greeks, hailing the latter as pure Aryans, the illustrious forbears of the modern German race. As Hitler pointed out with irritation when Himmler's obsession with resurrecting the culture of the godforsaken ancient Germanic tribes became too prominent, the ancient Athenians had built the Parthenon at a time when Germanic tribesmen were still stuck in mud huts; hence, 'if anyone asks us about our ancestors, we should continually allude to the ancient Greeks.' 23 Yet the manifold abuses perpetrated under a philhellenic aegis during the Third Reich were arguably enough to ensure the fragmentation and demise of philhellenism during the ensuing post-war decades, leaving Germany with little more than a watered-down 'NATO-humanism'. 24 To quote Suzanne Marchand once more:
'Thanks…to the Nazis' unscrupulous exploitation of Romantic-era linkages between aesthetic normativity, disinterested science, and state power, it is unlikely that the Bundesrepublik would now wish to claim that its citizens possess some sort of special access to the Geist of the ancient Greeks.' 25 If the writing had been on the wall for philhellenism for almost a century beforehand, by the 1970s, it seemed to have gone to its grave unmourned and unsung.
Such, at least, is the story with which we have become familiar. In the following section, I will proceed to delineate the ways in which recent literature on to the full. 39 While previous studies of the Third Humanism had merely considered its academic manifestations, Stiewe presents a broader, cultural interpretation of the movement; she argues that it was both more widespread, and more dependent on prewar ideas and ideals, than has hitherto been admitted.
Characterized by a hectic, agonistic dynamism, rather than the restful harmony of the Greeks of the Goethezeit, and attached to a militaristic, elitist conception that was more Doric than Ionic, the Third Humanism was unashamedly presentist. Yet For the most part, Stiewe is more sensitive to the dangers of National Socialist teleology than Sünderhauf, and so, despite the Third Humanism's commonalities with Not only do the authors stress most forcefully the circle's 'passionate concern'
for Plato, and its members' self-identification with the world of the philosopher's Republic (dubbing the Kreis a 'secret kingdom', led by George as a composite 'founder-legislator-leader-master-poet-lover-educator'); they also explore the circle's idealization of homoeroticism through the educative relationship between lover and beloved; a staple of Plato's Symposium. 46 In George's case, as well as in that of other more explicitly homosexual groups such as the Gemeinschaft der Eigenen, homoeroticism was seen as synonymous with a predisposition 'to feel most deeply…the historical continuity from antique Athens, through classical German literature, to the present-day German nation… [They] shared the sense that German society had lost touch with its Greek roots.' The Greek ideal of male beauty therefore had to be sought out, recreated, and celebrated within a modern context, in order to revive Hellenic cultural standards after centuries of Christian barbarism. Within the George-Kreis, this tendency became ritualized in the quasi-worship of George's youthful companion Maximin (Maximilian Kronberger, 1888-1904), who had died of meningitis aged just sixteen, and whom George and his disciples posthumously elevated to the status of a neo-Greek divinity. 47 The importance of philhellenic readings of ancient Greek (and particularly Platonic) pederasty and pedagogy for the history of homosexuality has also been the subject of recent debate more generally, not least in Daniel Orrells' illuminating study of Classical culture and modern masculinity (2011). 48 All of these works encourage us to consider with closer attention the underlying interconnections between historicism and Romanticism. 53 In a sense, it seems that, the closer that moderns approach to gaining concrete knowledge of the ancients, the more painfully they must acknowledge the vast distances which separate them from antiquity. Like Winckelmann, the lover of Greece seems doomed to remain forever abandoned on the barren seashore of scholarly endeavour, desperately gazing after a dear departed sweetheart whose barque has already receded far into the distance, never to return. 54 The final three works which concern us in this section also draw on the common trope of German idealization of Greece -but this time within the context of It is this aspect of German philhellenism that we shall touch upon in the final section of this essay. Here, my analysis will close by presenting some interpretative keys and conclusions which it is hoped might fruitfully stimulate and guide future scholarship.
III
The distant past has always weighed down upon the inhabitants of modern Greece with a singular gravity, to such an extent that recent postcolonialist studies of contemporary Greek culture and national identity claim that antiquity has become the state's new 'secular religion'. 58 After all, what other nation in the world is so consistently forced to preface its name with the epithet 'modern'?
Indigenous Greek Hellenism has therefore tended to conform to the impact on the readiness with which some were ready to condone atrocities against the indigenous population. 63 This was the dark side of that philhellenic kinship which was supposed to exist between ancient Greeks and Germans, but which left no space for modern Greeks. 64 In this reading, the supposed 'colonial violence' imposed by In sum, the image of swastika-toting German officers standing proudly in possession of the Akropolis a few years later is a powerful, and yet at the same time a profoundly distracting one. For it also has the capacity to obliterate our interest in the century-long relationship of cooperation which preceded it, which had an unparalleled and formative effect on the material as well as the cultural development of the modern Greek state. By taking into account some of these new studies of Greek national identity and its discontents, and juxtaposing them with recent insights from the literature on philhellenism, we can perhaps move beyond an image of Greece and its latterday inhabitants as merely passive in the face of abstraction, idealization or effacement by Germans (or other Europeans). Rather, we can begin to acknowledge and analyze the real interconnections between the two states on a political level, as well as the reciprocal effects of these on the phenomenon of German philhellenism itself. Existing portrayals of the arguably singular -and at times singularly destructive -effect which that idealization could have, when taken to its most racist and belligerent extremes, can be qualified by the emergence of a more subtle and complex picture of this relationship: neither wholly a tyranny of Greece over Germany, nor solely a tyranny of Germany over Greece. The classical debt: Greek antiquity in an era of austerity (Cambridge, MA, 2017), appeared too late to be included in this essay -for a detailed discussion, the reader is advised to consult the author's forthcoming reviews of both works, which are scheduled to appear in The Classical Review (vol. 68.1) and Reviews in History respectively.
